Simon Says Stamp – Picnic Parade Card Kit (August 2020)
Card #2

Technique: Copic markers, stamping, Slimline card  
Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: around 10 minutes

STAMPS:
Hello Sunshine

INKS:
Simon Says Stamp Sunshine
Simon Says Stamp Watermelon
Simon Says Stamp Black

ACCESSORIES:
Die cutting Machine
Simon Says Stamp Wonky Rectangles Dies
Misti Stamping Tool
Fiskars Paper Cutter
Tim Holtz scissors
Score Pal Mini
Silicone Bone Folder
Tombow Tape Runner
Foam Squares
Absorber Stamp Cleaning Shammy

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Simon Says Stamp Audrey Blue 4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1.2 - card Base
Doodlebug Bar-b-CUTE patterned paper 4 x 5-1/4 – front card base
Simon Says Stamp Sunshine 3-1/4 x 4-1/2 – mat
Simon Says Stamp thick white 4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – cut down with dies – art piece/card front

DIRECTIONS:
1. Die cut the art piece and then place it into the Misti.
2. Stamp the sunshine, then the sunglasses and then the smile
3. Stamp the sentiment
4. On a scrap from the die cut, stamp the heart in watermelon ink.
5. Attach to the yellow mat.
6. Attach the pattern paper to the card base.
7. Add foam squares to the back of the art piece and attach to the card.
8. Cut out the heart, add a small piece of foam tape on the back and attach under the sentiment
9. Clean the stamps with the Shammy

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I genuinely appreciate it.

Simon Says Stamp Card Kit of the...
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Simon Says Clear Stamps SUMMERTIME...
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Simon Says Clear Stamps HELLO...
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Doodlebug BAR-B-CUTE 6x6 Inch Paper...
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Doodlebug PICNIC PARADE Shape...
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Doodlebug BAR-B-CUTE Mini Icons...
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Simon Says Stamp Envelopes SLIMLINE...
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Simon Says Stamp Envelopes SLIMLINE...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Kit of the...
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Copic Sketch Marker R24
PRAWN Red at...

Copic Sketch Marker R46
STRONG RED...

Copic Sketch Marker R59
CARDINAL...

Copic Sketch Marker YG17
GRASS GREEN...

Copic Sketch Marker YG23
NEW LEAF...

Copic Sketch Marker E31
BRICK BEIGE...

Copic Sketch Marker E35
CHAMOIS Light...

Copic Sketch Marker E37
SEPIA Brown...

Copic Sketch Marker C1 COOL
GRAY Grey...

Copic Sketch MARKER C3 COOL
GRAY Grey...

Copic Sketch MARKER C5
COOL GRAY Grey...

Copic Sketch MARKER C7
COOL GRAY Grey...
Simon Says Stamp Premium Dye Ink Pad...
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Simon Says Stamp Premium Pigment Ink Pad...
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Simon Says Stamp Premium Dye Ink Pad...
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Gina K Designs OBSIDIAN Amalgam Ink...
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Simon Says Stamp Premium Dye Ink Pad...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
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Tombow MONO MULTI Liquid Glue Two...
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Tombow MONO Adhesive PERMANENT Tape...
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Tombow MONO Adhesive Tape Dispenser...
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Scrapbook Adhesives 3D 217 WHITE FOAM...
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